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This giant of the Andes may appear unfamiliar because it is usually 

photographed from the other side with its higher twin summit. 
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Wayne Merry, Ranger at Mount Mc-
Kinley National Park, analyses in 
this issue the greatest tragedy ever 
to occur in American mountaineer-
ing. A capable mountaineer, Merry 
was one of three who made the first 
ascent of the South Buttress on 
El Capitan in Yosemite. He is 
shown here in front of the Wonder 
Lake Ranger Station. 
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Mount McKinley from Wonder Lake. The photo was taken during a break in the weather at 
approximately the time of the tragedy. Karsten's Ridge and the valley of the Harper 
Glacier are in the shadow on the left. 

Pisoster 91 

It was bound to happen, eventually, and this 
was the year. Mountaineers have long realized 
that McKinley's terrible high-altitude storms 
were easily capable of destroying almost any 
party caught high on the mountain. It almost 
happened to three members of the Winter Expe-
dition in February. In July the blow fell solidly, 
and seven perished. 

It is never pleasant to review a mountain 
tragedy, but from them we learn. Perhaps an 
awareness of the violence which forever hangs 
over Denali's crest will prevent — or delay  
another. 

The Wilcox Mount McKinley Expedition left 
Wonder Lake on June 17. As the 12 men worked 
slowly up the mountain, they had their share of 
mishaps; a leaking stove burned down one tent, 
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and some members felt minor altitude sickness. 
By July 14 eight men had established a tent 
camp at 17,900' on the Harper Glacier (see map) 
from which to mount a summit assault. On the 
15th, Joe Wilcox and the three Colorado men, 
Howard Snyder, Paul Schlichter, and Jerry 
Lewis,* started for the summit at noon. They 
reached the South Peak at 6:30 P.M. in excellent 
weather and without difficulty. With their 5-
watt Citizen's Band transceiver, they made a 
clear contact with a ranger at Eielson Visitor 
Center, 34 miles away. Their return to camp was 
uneventful. 

That night, strong winds rose and reached 
about 70 mph at the camp, continuing next day. 
*These three were the nucleus of the Colorado Mount McKinley 
Expedition, which had fallen below strength and had merged 
with the Wilcox Expedition. 
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Several quarts of fuel were drifted over outside 
one tent and were lost. The roar of the wind and 
the flapping tent allowed for little rest, and 
morale dropped, 

On July 17 the winds abated and weather ap-
peared to be improving. Those who had been to 
the summit decided to descend to the 15,000' 
campsite and cache, to conserve the now mar-
ginal fuel supply and to bring up more fuel if it 
were needed. Anshel Schiff, who was suffering 
somewhat from the altitude, decided to descend 
with them. Wilcox left Deputy Leader Jerry 
Clark to lead the second party, and departed at 
1 :00 P.M., leaving Clark's party preparing for a 
summit attempt and in high spirits. 

Late that afternoon, Clark radioed Eielson 
Visitor Center. Six of the seven were enroute to  

the summit. At 8:00 P.M. he called again. They 
were now in a whiteout and were having diffi-
culty following the wands, but felt that they were 
very near the summit. Rangers at Eielson con-
tinued to wait for their summit call, but heard 
no more that night. 

The next morning (July 18) at 11:30, Clark 
radioed nelson from the summit. They had lost 
the route the night before and had been forced 
to bivouac. The temperature on top was 6°, wind 
about 15 mph, and there were still whiteout con-
ditions. Only the men and a few wands were 
visible. The summit team was Clark, Mark Mc-
Laughlin, John Russell, Walter Taylor, Dennis 
Luchterhand, and Hank Janes. Steve Taylor, 

to page5, please 
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Map of Mount McKinley courtesy of Bradford Washburn, 

The route taken by the Wilcox party is shown up the Harper Glacier. 

The tent camp used for the summer assault is at 17,900 feet. 

The cross below The Archdeacon's Tower is where two bodies were 

found slumped as if they had stopped to rest. 
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feeling slightly ill from the altitude, had elected 
to remain at the 17,900' camp. They reported 
no problems and did not explain the long delay 
in reaching the summit that morning. McLaugh-
lin dictated a postcard to be sent to his parents. 
Then the transmission became somewhat gar-
bled, and they signed off. 

The men were never heard from again. 
That afternoon the weather became sharply 

worse. An entry in the log of Paul Gerhard's 
Western States Expedition, which was dug in at 
17,200' on the West Buttress at that time, reads 
in part ". . . a north wind of increased velocity 
observed in the evening, must have been hellish 
at the (Denali) Pass." 

High winds and snow continued on the 19th 
and 20th, defeating an attempt by Wilcox, Sny-
der and Schlichter to carry more fuel to Clark's 
camp. Late on the morning of the 20th there 
was a brief break, and for three hours the moun-
tain was clear to the summit, but Clark's team 
was not seen descending. By evening it had be-
come apparent that something must be wrong 
at the upper camp. Assuming that all had re-
turned from the summit, the men there must, 
at least, be very low on fuel. Wilcox radioed 
a request through Eielson for an observation 
flight to be dispatched at the first break in the 
weather, equipped for a fuel and radio drop. This 
was arranged with the Alaska Rescue Group, 
which had agreed to standby for the expedition. 
Still, it was not easy to believe that there had 
been a major accident. Clark was a good moun-
taineer, a conservative leader, and had been a 
survival instructor in Antarctica. 

The weather did not relent. On the 21st, winds 
gusting to 80 mph slashed the lower camp, dam-
aging tents and soaking sleeping bags and cloth-
ing with melting, windblown snow. On the 22nd, 
temperatures abruptly plunged to well below 
zero. By now, Wilcox and his companions were 
weakening and beginning to show signs of frost-
bite. They realized that they were no longer 
strong enough to fight back through the fresh  

snow to the upper camp, and would be in serious 
trouble themselves if they did not descend soon. 

The next morning the winds were gusting to 
40 mph, and they began a painful descent. Lewis, 
with frostbitten feet, was very weak and was 
unable to go far without rest. Dexedrine did not 
seem to help him noticeably. As they reached 
14,000', they were spotted by the Mountaineering 
Club of Alaska Expedition which fortunately 
was camped 2,000' lower on Karsten's Ridge. 
(MCA members were Bill Babcock, leader; Jeff 
Babcock, John Ireton, Gayle Nienheuser, Chet 
Hackney, and Dr. Grace Jansen Hoeman.) The 
MCA group climbed to help them and the ex-
hausted men gratefully accepted hot food and 
liquids as they passed on the word of the over-
due party. 

Babcock prepared to climb as quickly as pos-
sible to Clark's camp. In order to eliminate ex-
cessive relaying, they requested by radio that 
air drops be made to them if weather permitted. 
With the exception of the Western States Expe-
dition, which had no radio and whose location 
was unknown, they were the only team which 
was in a position to reach the 17,900' camp with-
in a few days. 

By next morning, Wilcox and his companions 
had recovered enough to begin their descent to 
the Muldrow Glacier. They were accompanied by 
Dr. Jansen, who was having acclimatization prob-
lems and did not wish to slow the rescue effort. 
The radio was left with the MCA group, which 
spent the day sorting equipment and waiting 
impatiently for climbing weather. 

July 25 broke clear and calm, and they packed 
heavy loads through deep snow up Karsten's 
Ridge. As they climbed, glacier pilot Don Shel-
don attempted a search-and-drop flight to Clark's 
camp, but was stopped at 15,000' by a rapidly 
developing standing wave cloud. He dropped the 
supplies on the trail at the 15,000' site. By eve-
ning, the MCA team had reached Browne Tower. 
Winds were still light, but fresh snow was falling. 

At noon on July 26th, a tattered, bedraggled 
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Aerial photo of Mount McKinley from the north, across McKinley River. The lenticular 
cloud ("standing wave cloud," according to Sheldon) is indicative of high winds. 

Telephoto of McKinley from the northeast. Karsten's Ridge splits sun and shadow at 
lower left. The lower and upper ice falls of the Harper Glacier are at center. Archdeacon 

Tower upper center, south peale upper left. 



Joe Wilcox reached the Wonder Lake Ranger 
Station. He had swum Clearwater Creek and 
three channels of the swollen McKinley River—
an extremely dangerous crossing — and was ex-
hausted and skinned up by river rocks and float-
ing logs. He reported that the remainder of the 
lower party was camped at Clearwater Creek, 
and asked for helicopter evacuation for Lewis, 
whose frostbitten feet had become very painful. 

Wilcox was able to give more details of condi-
tions at the upper camp as it was when he left 
it. No light that he could shed made the situation 
seem less grave. Assuming that Clark's party 
had returned to the upper camp after their climb, 
supplies must now be exhausted and fuel long 
since gone. There seemed no logical reason that 
someone had not descended if someone was able. 
By now, all concerned were grasping at straws; 
beneath, the premonition of disaster was almost 
overwhelming. 

By midafternoon, the MCA team had reached 
15,000' and were searching in deep snow for 
Sheldon's airdrop. They hoped they might be 
able to reach the 17,900' level the next day with-
out relaying, and to that end, Babcock asked by 
radio that supplies be dropped to them at that 
level (17,900') if weather permitted. 

July 27 finally brought flying weather at high 
levels. Search planes quickly homed in on the 
Denali Pass area. They spotted Gerhard's expe-
dition heading for the summit above Denali Pass, 
but otherwise their search was fruitless. There 
was no sign of the missing party, no tracks 
around their camp at 17,900'. 

It was now certain that some calamity had be-
fallen Clark's party, but it was possible that they 
might be holed up in a snow cave and still alive. 
It seemed more likely that Steve Taylor, well 
supplied, might survive at the camp. 

The rescuers struggled upward under heavy 
packs. By some misunderstanding the most re- 
cently requested airdrop had been dropped be-
hind them. By evening they had established 
camp at a small cache left by Wilcox at 16,500'. 

It was undisturbed. 
The next morning, they started their final 

push to Clark's camp. At the edge of the upper 
icefall they came upon an ice axe lying on packed 
snow, the same make known to be carried by 
Steve Taylor. There was no sign of its owner. 

Toward evening they approached the silent 
camp. A few hundred feet below it stood an 
eight-foot bamboo pole with a sleeping bag cover 
draped loosely around its base. At the camp, one 
tent was still intact. Partly wrapped in the tat-
tered remains of the other huddled a single 
frozen body. 

After a restless night, the searchers headed 
upward to comb the summit route. The sky was 
again clear, and several aircraft circled almost 
continuously. As they worked up the summit 
ridge, an Air Force C-130 made a large drop of 
supplies at Denali Pass; if survivors were found, 
the searchers' own supplies would be hopelessly 
inadequate. 

Below Archdeacon Tower Sheldon spotted two 
more bodies, and dropped a note to those above. 
Ireton and Hackney descended to them. They 
were on a steep and crevassed slope, several 
hundred feet apart. Both sat as though they had 
stopped to rest. They were not roped. There were 
no packs. One lay back on a sleeping bag which 
was draped across his shoulders. The other car-
ried nothing. 

And now the weather began to deteriorate. 
The searchers were forced to retreat. As they 
descended, they tried to search the crevasses of 
the upper icefall, but these were blown over and 
choked with snow. 

Virtually no hope remained for Clark's party, 
but aircraft continued to search as weather per-
mitted. They saw nothing. McKinley had showed 
her fearsome strength, and would not yield her 
victims. 

In August, Vin Hoeman led a team up the 
West Buttress, over Denali Pass and to the sum-
mit to search for clues to the missing party's 
fate. New snow had covered everything but the 
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tip of the 8' pole, and they found nothing but a 
few wands. 

It is almost certain now that nothing will be 
found to explain the exact cause of the tragedy, 
but a very reasonable theory can be put together 
from what is known. I believe that the following 
reconstruction accounts for all the facts that are 
known, although it is by no means the only pos-
sibility. 

Clark's party left camp late on the 17th, equip-
ped with sleeping bags and food for two days. 
They followed the same route that Wilcox had 
used. High on the summit ridge they were en-
veloped by dense clouds and began to have 
trouble finding the wands, some of which may 
have been blown out by the storm of the previous 
day. On the 19,600' plateau just below the sum-
mit they lost the route entirely, and were forced 
to bivouac. They spent a miserable night and 
slept little. 

In the morning, some were very tired, and the 
whiteout persisted. But the summit was close at 
hand, somewhere in the mist, and they decided 
to try for it. After a long search — longer than 
expected — they again found the wanded route 
and reached the summit. 

As they descended something happened to de-
lay them. Perhaps it was the whiteout; perhaps 
a fall on the summit pitch, perhaps simply ex-
haustion. Before they had reached Archdeacon 
Tower a strong wind from the northwest had 
arisen and was hurling snow directly into their 
faces with increasing violence. As the wind gain-
ed in fury it became impossible to move against 
it, impossible to see, barely possible to breathe. 
There was no choice; they must bivouac, and 
pray that the storm would be short. 

They tried to dig a snow cave or scrape out 
some protection from the blinding blizzard near 
Archdeacon Tower. As they struggled free of 
their packs and fought to get into ballooning 
sleeping bags, the hellish wind ripped the pack 
from Jerry Clark's hands. With it went the radio; 
there would be no call for help. They could do 
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nothing now but huddle in their bags as winds of 
over a hundred miles an hour blasted them. Down 
clothing and sleeping bags were of little help 
without shelter, and exposure quickly sapped 
their remaining strength. 

Perhaps it was two days later — or more — 
when the winds lessened and the clouds parted. 
Those that could still rise crept from their frozen 
bags. The snow had been strangely sculptured 
by the terrible wind. Their packs were gone. So 
was the rope. Barely able to stand, they could 
not manage the slight rise at Archdeacon Tower 
to reach the safer route down the ridge — it 
seemed their only hope was to drop directly down 
the steep slope toward their camp, which they 
could see clearly only 1,500' lower and less than 
a mile distant. Draping their sleeping bags 
around their shoulders, they stumbled down-
ward, half falling, unable to walk for more than 
a few steps without a rest. 

As they crept downward, a cloud formed and 
moved inexorably over them. The whiteness ab-
sorbed all detail, and they could no longer tell 
snow from sky. They slumped to the snow to 
wait until the cloud had passed. 

When it had gone, they did not rise. 
It is inevitable that the greatest tragedy in 

American mountaineering history should be the 
subject of endless discussion and exhaustive 
analysis. This is desirable; an increased aware-
ness of the hazard is bound to result. But it is 
easy to stray from objectivity into judgement 
and criticism based on guesswork, and this bene-
fits no one. Rather than to try here to analyze 
the strengths and weaknesses of the expedition 
which may — or may not — have contributed to 
the tragedy, it would seem better to review, in 
the light of what happened, the conditions which 
affect any party high on McKinley.* For the 
potential remains . . any climber who sets foot 
on Mount McKinley enters the realm of enormous 
natural forces which no human strength can 
overcome, but which awareness can help to avoid. 
*This will be the subject of another article. 



Mount McKinley from Stony Hill. Karsten's Ridge emerges from the clouds to left of 

center. Other features are as in the telephoto shot from the northeast, page 6. 

Photo of McKinley taken during a period of high winds. Blowing snow obliterates the 

upper Harper Glacier and Archdeacon Tower. 
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ye The Yanganuco region. Re-
produced from Kinzl and 
Schneider map of the 
Cordillera Blanca. 



The four summits of Huandoy on the north side of Quebrada Yanganuco. North summit (center) is 20,981 feet in elevation. 

QUEBRADA YANGANUCO — 

A First Trip to the Andes 
by John Hall 

Photos by the Author 

In that strange manner whereby mountaineers 
always seem to get together for expeditions our 
group of five found itself committed to a Peru-
vian expedition of moderate means during the 
summer of 1967. Most of us had not previously 
met each other and our homes ranged from 
Massachusetts to Oregon; our climbing experi-
ences varied similarly from two to more than 
twenty years. The one thing we did have in com-
mon was that we had all long wanted to travel  

to Peru, and most of us were now going there 
for purposes other than climbing. Bill Ross, a 
student at Stanford Medical School, was spending 
much of the summer studying tropical public 
health in Lima. Paul Pennington, a physics major 
at Reed College, was collecting a set of photo-
graphs of archaeological sites in the Andean re-
gion. My own purpose for being in Peru was to 
undertake some studies in volcanology under the 
auspices of the Explorers Club and the Harvard 
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Campsite in the 

saddle between Chop icalqui 

and the south summit of 

Huascaran (background), highest 

point in Peru. 

Travellers Club. Peter Schindler, a Swiss who is 
doing postdoctoral work at Argonne National 
Laboratories, and Arlene Blum, a graduate stu-
dent in physical chemistry at Berkeley, decided 
to join the rest of us for a short three week 
climbing expedition. 

Fred Ayres, who has been on more Peruvian 
expeditions than he can ever recall at once, sug- 

gested to us that the Quebrada Yanganuco would 
be the ideal place for a first expedition. While 
most of the peaks had been climbed several times, 
this valley offers some of the most spectacular 
scenery and varied climbing in the Cordillera 
Blanca. 

It was late July when we all met in the town 
of Huaras, climbing center of the region. We 



Climbers ascending Chopicalqui. North peak of Huascaran in the background. 

had purchased most of our staple foods in Lima 
and shipped them along as excess baggage on 
the bus to Huaras. A day of marketing in Huaras 
provided us with a somewhat more diverse climb-
ing diet: a hundred oranges, a case of galletas 
(crackers) , many cans of tuna fish and Argen-
tinian beef, several pounds of chocolate bars 
(all of which we later discovered to be stale, re-
quiring about twenty minutes to remove the 
paper wrapping), a couple bags of peanuts, a 
month's supply of spaghetti and macaroni (which 
we only once succeeded in cooking correctly above 
13,000') , and miscellaneous loaves of bread and  

rolls. Our biggest shopping problem was in as-
sembling enough eggs. We saw none in the 
marketplace and when we asked the merchant 
who had sold us the above items (undoubtedly 
his largest sale in some time) he directed us to 
a side street where we would find the egg-ven-
ders. After walking up and down the street 
Arlene and I both became rather puzzled for 
there were no eggs to be seen. Stopping at one 
of the women sitting on the street corner we 
queried: "Tiene huevos ?" Replying yes the 
woman quickly displayed several eggs which she 
had wrapped in her shawl. Several hours (and 

to page 16, please 
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Access to the Quebrada Yanganuco is by road from the town of Yungay. A continuation of the road past the lower 

Yanganuco lake is presently under construction. 

Though not impressive by Peruvian standards 19.000-foot Pisco offers spectacular scenery and the chance to acclima-

tize. Normal ascent route via left skyline is perhaps the easiest climb in the Quebrada. 



Most impressive peak in Quebrada is 20,000-foot Chacraraju. 

Market scene in Yungay. 



A FIRST TRIP TO THE ANDES 
from page 13 

many egg women later) we had accumulated 
about three dozen eggs. 

Senor Martel, a schoolteacher in Huaras, and 
his friend Senor Ramirez assisted us in obtaining 
a truck which could take us to the lower Yan-
ganuco Lake. Unlike many previous expeditions 
we elected not to use porters or burros, mainly 
because of the excellent access to our quebrada 
by road and for purposes of economy. 

The next morning we were underway at 4:30 
a.m. Turning off the main highway at the town 
of Yungay, our truck quickly climbed along the 
tourist road to Yanganuco lakes, frequently 
stopping to wait for burros and sheep to clear 
from the road ahead. When the ride came to an 
end beside the beautiful green Yanganaco lakes 
our driver unloaded us and headed back for the 
warmer valley below. The sun had risen, but at 
13,000' the air was still cold. 

In short order we established our base camp 
midway up the valley at a much-used site littered 
with the tin cans from previous expeditions. Sit-
ting around the campfire that evening we were 
quite pleased at how simply and smoothly our 
expedition had gotten underway compared with 
stories we had heard about the experiences of 
previous ones. 

Unfortunately, some of our luck left us sev-
eral days later on the descent from the north 
peak of 17,900' Yanapaccha. Peter and Bill both 
received injuries in a slide down steep snow 
slopes which had been softened by the midday 
sun, requiring that they both return to Lima for 
hospitalization. 

Arlene, Paul and I began a climb of 19,000' 
Pisco several days after their departure. Two 
beautiful campsites in the Huandoy basin and 
in the saddle between the East Peak of Huandoy 
and Pisco were our main reward. The climb of 
Pisco has been dubbed one of the easiest ways 
in the world to get to 19,000'. The route takes 
one across a relatively flat glacier to the Pisco- 
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Huandoy saddle and then up the long west ridge 
of Pisco. The only difficulty which we encoun-
tered was in crossing a large crevasse near the 
summit which several days previously had turn-
ed back a party and into which I now almost 
slipped in making the crossing. The unsettled 
weather conditions which had been prevalent 
up until now continued and as we began our 
descent the cloud layers seemed to follow us. 
Within an hour after our return to high camp 
it began to snow. A whiteout persisted the next 
morning and it was only after some wandering 
that Paul was able to find a route across the 
glacier off of Pisco. 

Back at base camp we were happy to see Bill 
who had returned from Lima in hopes of catch-
ing us for a final climb. He was impatient from 
a week of inactivity and not to disappoint him 
we were soon off to climb Chopicalqui. The route 
up to the southwest ridge of this peak takes one 
past the east side of Huascaran, at 22,205' Peru's 
highest peak. The frequent sound of avalanches 
in the icefall between Huascaran's north and 
south peaks made us quite happy not to be there. 
Meanwhile our climb up Chopicalqui led across 
a moderately-crevassed glacier and into fresh 
snow on the relatively broad summit ridge. It 
seems ludicrous now to recall how the four of 
us alternated leads crawling through the waist 
deep drifts for five hours, in that time scarcely 
gaining several hundred yards up the mountain. 
In the end we were forced to retreat to our high 
camp in the Chopicalqui-Huascaran saddle and 
make a second attempt several days later. In 
that time the snow had compacted a great deal 
and in less than an hour we passed the high point 
of our previous efforts. It was late afternoon as 
Paul, Bill and I reached the top and stayed only 
long enough to fly the Swiss flag which Peter 
had brought along and which since the accident 
had decorated Paul's rucksack. 

Arlene had requested to remain in high camp 
on our second summit attempt for she was not 
feeling well. The cause of her general slow rate 



Chopicalqui (21,000 feet) offers panoramic views of nearby Huascaran and the southern Cordillera Blanca. Ascent is via 
the right skyline. Summit is hidden in clouds. 

of acclimatization was realized only after our 
descent and a week later in Lima when she visit-
ed a doctor thinking that she might have picked 
up some parasites in her travels. After taking 
one look at her he diagnosed hepatitis, and labor-
atory tests later showed that it was of some 
duration, apparently having been picked up on 
a trip to Cuzco before the expedition. The doctor 
was rather fascinated with the thought that 
Arlene had been mountaineering at up to 20,000' 
for a month with a full-blown case, not to men-
tion the fact that she had been travelling in the 
company of two medical students and one future 
medical student! 

Returning to Yungay we soon split up each to 
complete our impressions of Peru in different 
ways. Some of us travelled to the pre-Incan ruins 
of Chavin in the southern part of the Cordillera 
Blanca, while others visited the jungle or Cuzco. 

Just as I suspect every previous mountaineer 
in the Peruvian Andes has been, we were capti-
vated by the immense grandeur and beauty of 
the Cordillera Blanca (which is but one of 
twenty mountain ranges in Peru) and each 
silently made his vows to return again. In terms 
of difficulty one can find gust about any sort of 
mountaineering goal in the Cordillera Blanca 
that one desires. Less than a mile from Pisco 
and in the same quebrada is Chacraraju, one of 
the most difficult climbs in the Andes. Climbing 
days are short on the equator, but one can look 
forward to a much larger proportion of good 
climbing days than in many parts of North 
America. A whole host of other quebradas beckon 
the climber who wants to undertake expedition-
ary climbs without having to depend on airdrops 
or porters, and who wants the thrill of climbing 
among some of the world's loftiest peaks. 
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FRAGMENV, 

Who speaks of conquest.)—
To endure is everything. 

R. M. Rilke 

Shadows rebuild your hut. 
The quietest of men, 
I sit and watch the sun, 
Although the sun has set. 

This refuge fell, lost when 
My stride became a strut 
Blind to the earth it met—
That swagger was a run. 

Awareness had to wreck 
Thought's architectured den 
To flush a cornered man 
With nothing at his back. 

And turn him home again. 
That weight around my neck 
Loosened when dawn began, 
Snow moonlight cuts the slack. 
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11. 

Small noises. A light wind, and field-mice caper 
Beyond my campfire's few embers, 
Near my rucksack. What else will silence muster? 
I talk to shadows while the long look slumbers, 
Surrounded by hours I cannot master. 

But here, by firelight: do they matter? 
I live for a lean moon and small things frisking, 
Shy signs of basic metre— 
Tao on a boulder! there for the asking; 
I try to ask but only stammer. 

111. 

A cairn! A single cairn from a solo man 
On time's long ridge. A battered monumental pile. 
There, there. Nothing higher, there 
Where granite and snow batter emptiness. 
0, the enormous empty weight it holds, 
Sometimes avalanching, windslabs of perception 
Pushed too far. 

Yet who speaks of conquest, 
Choice or creation in this matter of where to go? 

Restlessness 
Outlasts the lowest hour, longing a whitebark pine 
Constringed by pressures of wind and height 

into stubborn grandeur. 

iv. 
Or I think of time as a glacier, each moment 
A snowflake: delicate crystals 
Here to lilt in the wind through autumn heather, 

or freeze, stiffen, massive bulk 



Now, after a long walk through winter's changes, 
everything closed opens up; I return 
to an everywhere hint of sources, 
out of myself, clean out, to you 
through seedling response, 

beginnings. 

An Homage to John Muir 
pulverizing new cirques of wonder, 
scattering on the altered earth 
unalterable solace . . . 

. . . Streamside talus lit by moss 
or echelons of pollen shepherded 
into corners of a pond. 

And in cupped hands 
a gentle flow of zircons from the endless flow, 
a random bestowal's grace, eternal 
as a sudden glimpse of trout 
hovering, hovering 

deep in a mountain pool.  

vi. 
And so, like the backward glimpse 
Of perfection or beauty, you and your cairn 
Come and go, ranging from summit to summit 
Into the dark green questions of unruined 
Drainages. 

Call it hope, 
Now as then. 

But we can turn, always turn 
For a greener try. Not by myself 
I wait alone, trusting 
A stem stronger than any regret: 

--Transfiguration on a stump, logged-off relic! 
Hemlock seedlings spring, stippled being 

saucy as a chipmunk's tail. 
V. 

I saw you once at the edge of lichen, 
Where granite crumbles into years: 
Where the dolmen talus nudges. 
Or was it a white beard in dawn updrafts, 
Tranquil, elusive, beyond dimension?— 
Shifting while low clouds hounded the valleys 
As the ridges flared, a high tide 
Pouring through mandarin streaks, 
And the new day, utterly silent, shimmered 
In orange gongs of arrival, then lifted 
Through copper into gold waves of blessedness? 

It seemed then you paused at the crossing, 
at the scent of moss, 
the trickle of water in a couloir— 

Then left, left me a cony 
stunned by nightfall. Downdrafts 
rattled the junipers. 
Not a phlox was left. 
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ACROSS 
Four eager skiers ready to start off on their ski tour 
across the Sierra. 

Crossing Green Lake. Virginia Pass in the distance. 
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I had wanted to cross the Sierra on skis for 
many years, and for at least three years I had 
gone over various routes on foot during the sum-
mer months, trying to decide which way to go. 
The following is an account of an easy and scenic 
route which Phil Bettler, John Houghton, my 
son Dan, and I followed this year during Easter 
vacation. The summer before, I had placed a 
small cache of food with the Sierra Club care-
taker at Tuolumne Meadows and I had received 
permission from the Club to use the caretakers' 
cabin one night. One night in a cabin with extra 
food and drink was a treat, but is not necessary 
for a successful crossing. 

The snow was deep in the Sierra this year, 
March was unusually tempestuous and one of 
the heaviest snowfalls of the year occurred the 
week before our departure. It was with some 
concern over avalanche danger that we set out 
about nine-thirty Monday morning, March 20th, 
from Bridgeport. We were able to drive to about 
the 7200-foot contour level on the Green Creek 
road before snow stopped our travel. We carried 
our skis to just below Dynamo Pond, before 
fastening skins and taking off. The route is di-
rectly up the Green Creek Canyon with easy go-
ing until the forest is reached. The grade steep-
ens at this point, but the road can be followed 
to its end and the route is obvious up the west 
fork of Green Creek to just below Green Lake 
where we camped the first night. 



By David S. Thompson, M.D. 
Photos by the Author 

Skier in Green Creek Valley. 

THE SIERRA ON SKIS 
Next day we climbed through Glines Canyon 

along easy slopes to Virginia Pass, arriving there 
about ten-thirty A.M. Only a few fresh avalan-
ches were seen in Glines Canyon and they were 
all fairly high on the north wall of the canyon. 

From Virginia Pass, the route to Tuolumne 
Meadows is not obvious and one has several 
choices. As can be seen from the topographic 
map, there are three ridges that must be crossed. 
One extends southwest from Shepherd Crest, 
one extends southwest from Sheep Peak and the 
third extends in a roughly parallel direction from 
Ragged Peak. How far one skis down the respec-
tive canyons before crossing the ridges is a mat-
ter of individual choice. 

Because route finding and scenery would ap-
pear to be better by staying fairly close to tim-
berline, we elected to travel in more or less a 
long traverse. This may, however, not be the 
most efficient way. We contoured south around 
the head of Virginia Canyon and crossed over to 
the lower end of McCabe Creek meadow for our 
second night's camp. The next day we passed 
the second ridge to Conness Creek for lunch and 
had an exciting view of the sheer west face of 
Mt. Conness. We crossed the third ridge running 
southwest from Ragged Peak at just about tim-
berline and then skied down to the caretaker's 
cabin at Parson's Memorial Lodge for our third 
night. 

We spent a comfortable night in the cabin and 
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Looking northeast from just below Virginia Pass, you can 
see Green Lake in center right (flat white area). Green 
Creek valley lies between the large moraines in the 
center of the picture. 



Dan Thomspon standing at the door of the caretaker's 
cabin for the Sierra Club's Parson's Lodge in Tuolumne 
Meadows. There is an estimated 12 feet of snow. 

after sleeping late the next morning awoke to a 
snowstorm. The snow was intermittent and visi-
bility fairly good, so about eleven o'clock Thurs-
day we set out again. Crossing Tuolumne Meadow 
and using Cathedral Peak as a landmark, we 
climbed the ridge between Fairview Dome and 
Cathedral Peak roughly along the route of the 
summer trail. We reached upper Cathedral Lake 
for our Thursday night's camp. During the after-
noon the wind and snowfall increased in severity 
and we were glad to crawl into our tent at quit-
ting time. Fortunately, the blizzard moved on 
through the night and Friday morning was bril-
liant, clear and dry. As we topped Cathedral 
Pass, we had spectacular views of the Clark 
Range to the south, as well as the Sierra across 
Tuolumne Meadows to the north. Far to the 
north, one could see the notch in the skyline 
marking Virginia Pass where we had been sev-
eral days before. 

From Cathedral Pass we continued south 
around Columbia Finger and with some nice 
downhill skiing on the few inches of fresh pow-
der that had fallen the night before, we skied 
down Long Meadow to its lower end. After a 
lengthy lunch over a small water hole, we climb-
ed almost directly over Sunrise Mountain. Bear-
ing to the south of Clouds Rest, we skied down 
the Merced side of Sunrise Mountain and picked 
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Tuolumne Meadows with its winter mantle of snow. 

up Sunrise Creek about a mile and a half below 
Moraine Dome. 

Below Moraine Dome, we picked up the trail 
markers, although we did not run out of snow 
until about two hundred yards below its junction 
with the Half Dome trail. We were able to walk 
down to Little Yosemite Valley and then found 
enough additional snow to ski down to our Fri-
day night's camp about a half mile above Nevada 
Fall. 

We finished our extra food Friday night, slept 
late Saturday and carried our skis down the trail 
to Yosemite Valley floor, following the foot trail 
around Nevada Fall and the horse trail around 
Vernal Fall. One of the most ,  difficult parts of 
the trip was talking someone into taking us from 
Happy Isles to Camp Four, but this was finally 
accomplished and we were picked up by John's 
wife on Sunday. We used metal skis (Heads and 
Fischers), Vinersa climbers and a four-man Lo-
gan tent. Calories were kept around three thous-
and per day with the leader dispensing a vitamin 
pill in the morning and a tot of grog at quitting 
time, sort of like the British Navy. 

The route can be recommended to all and the 
cache is by no means necessary as we carried an 
extra day's food the entire trip. The total dis-
tance involved is about forty miles on skis. 



Crossing Cathedral Pass, 

Cathedral Peak stands like a 

sentinel. 

Coming up to 

Cathedral Pass, the U-notch on 

right skyline ridge marks 

Virginia Pass. 

From Cathedral Pass, 

Clark Range looms up to the 

south. 
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crack wider toward back 

Fig. A-1 Nut seemingly secure, but jammed 
only at outside end 

crack wider toward ba 

nut rotating 
about jammed 
end 

Fig. A-2 Nut under load and rotating 

Fig. C-2 Hexagonal nut falling through 
on the flats 

Fig. D Nut jammed on weak bits of rock 

Fig. B Nut well jammed for downward pull, 
but being pulled outwards. 

Fig. C-1 Hexagonal nut jammed on the points 

In the July-August issue of Summit, Barry 
Miller asks how reliable are jammed-nuts? How 
reliable are pitons? The situation is much the 
same with these two types of protection: given 
proper equipment design, there are some place-
ments which are almost certainly bombproof, 
and some placements which must always be re-
garded with uncertainty. But experience does  

provide some overall guide. Joe Brown guesses 
that in a weekend in Wales around a half-dozen 
falls are held by nuts, and that for a nut to fail 
is "extremely unusual." MacDermott, a Cornish 
Guide, says that of the 9 falls onto nuts he per-
sonally knows of, 8 were held OK. And Trevor 
Peck reports that of the 7 falls onto nuts he 
knows of, all held. There seems no reason to dis- 
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jonamect juts cPeCfaVe? 
By John Armitage 

trust the basic idea of nuts. In fact, British 
climbers reckon nuts to be more reliable than 
pitons. I would prefer a nut to a piton in the 
ordinary vertical crack. 

However, there are several different ways in 
which a nut can fail, and avoiding them is the 
essence of nutcraft : 

The nut or sling can break. Thin-walled 
nuts and thin slings are potentially unreliable, 
although they often do hold a fall they 
"shouldn't." Also, the knot in a short sling on a 
nut has a strong tendency to work loose as the 
nut is carried around, and should be sewn or 
taped securely. 

The nut may be jammed at only one end of 
the nut, and under stress the nut will spin 
around the jammed end and pull past the jam. 
(Fig. AY This is a very easy mistake to make. 

The direction of the pull is not along the 
crack wedge, so when stressed the nut slides end- 

poor good 

Fig. E A nut placed too near the thinnest part of the crack, 
which might hold when jerked-on but which might 
compress under load and fall through. 

ways and pulls through the crack. (Fig. B). Also 
an easy mistake. 

A hexagon or wedge-shaped nut can be jam-
med across the "points," but on stress rotates 
slightly so the narrower "flats" fall through. 
(Fig. C). A round (or pentagonal) nut cannot 
do this. 

The rock can give way. Deep placements 
avoids the "weak flake" type failure, but care 
must be taken that the nut isn't jammed on 
only a tiny bit of rock which may crumble. 
(Fig. D). 

The nut may be just barely larger than the 
neck of the crack, so a slight collapse of the nut 
and crumbling of the rock will permit the nut to 
fall through. (Fig. E). 

The rope can whip the nut out of the crack 
just before the stress locks it in firmly. Double-
biners and slings can help minimize this prob-
lem, and often a slight hammer tap will secure a 
loose nut.which would otherwise be well placed. 

"Testing" the nut, as Barry mentions, is im-
portant, but be sure the test doesn't just mis-
lead. The exact direction of the pull can be criti-
cal, and a 50-lb. pull will not disclose a nut "se-
curely" jammed on a very weak bit of rock. Per-
haps even more than with pitons, the eyeball and 
brain must be used to supplement the hand. And 
it takes some imagination to estimate how the 
nut may behave under various conditions. But 
nuts themselves aren't reliable or unreliable—
only the climber's selection and placement of 
them. 
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For rock climbers, the Yosemite seasons are 
spring and fall. This makes sense, for the sum-
mer heat is fierce. But it hasn't always been this 
way. In the golden age of Yosemite climbing 
most of the big routes were done in punishing 
mid-summer heat. For example, one of John 
Salathe's greatest routes, the north wall of Sen-
tinel Rock, was done in July. Allen Steck has 
eloquently described the devastating heat he  

only three bivouacs. A dramatic episode occurred 
at the "Ear." The Ear is a great, terrifying flake 
—one of the principal obstacles on the route. 
Picture a 30-foot chimney, smooth and flaring. 
Tilt this chimney at an angle horizontal to the 
ground. Now climb it. It's bad in normal condi-
tions. But Layton and Galen went up in a wet 
spring. Galen led, trying to chimney on wet, 
slippery moss. He thrashed about as Kor watched 

happenings in the valley By Royal Robbins 

and Salathe endured on the first ascent. The 
northwest face of Half Dome was first climbed 
in July; and the beastly Arches Direct was done 
in beastly summer heat which made it doubly 
beastly. Other big routes done in mid-summer 
were the north face of Lower Cathedral Rock, 
the east face of the Washington Column, and the 
south face of Mount Watkins. Although El Capi-
tan has rarely been done in July or August, a 
number of ascents have been made in September, 
when this south facing wall is as hot as others 
are in mid-summer. Why? Partly because climb-
ers are more free in the summer, but mostly be-
cause weather is stable then. Due to the scarcity 
of storms, except in winter and early spring, 
Yosemite climbers have been more afraid of rain 
and snow than of the debilitating heat. It's a 
fear of the unknown. When we made the first 
ascent of the Half Dome face in 1957, we were 
terrified by a few clouds in the sky. But a change 
has taken place, and climbers have grown wiser. 
Now, little climbing occurs in the summer, the 
cragsmen wisely confining their efforts to the 
usually cooler spring and fall. 

And so it was this year. Both flanks of sum-
mer were distinguished by the presence of many 
eager, intense, ambitious climbers; by the ac-
complishments of many outstanding deeds; and 
by several ascents in fine style of some of Amer-
ica's biggest and best walls. One of these was 
the fourth ascent of the Salathe' Wall of El Capi-
tal by Layton Kor and Galen Rowell, done with 
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tensely. Suddenly he slipped downward just 
catching himself. "Oh God," Kor says of this 
moment, "I really thought he was coming out." 
Layton thinks the Salathe' Wall was the best 
rock climb he has ever done. He certainly did it 
in the sort of fine style which climbers have 
come to expect of "Layton The Greattin." 

The south buttress (Nose) of El Capitan re-
ceived more attention than ever before, with a 
total of five ascents and twice that many at-
tempts. The first ascent of the year was made 
by Don Lauria and Kenneth Boche over the 
Easter holidays. In mid-June, Jim Madsen and 
Kim Schmitz, from Washington and Oregon, be-
came the first to climb the Nose with only two 
bivouacs. This feat was repeated a few days 
later by Yvon Chouinard and Dennis Hennek. 
Shortly after, Pat Ament and Tom Ruitch made 
the 11th ascent, and the 12th was done in the 
autumn by Don McPherson and Ron Burgner. 

One of the attempts on the Nose was a solo 
effort by a young man who didn't get very far. 
After descending, he gave up the climbing game 
as not being worth the candle, thus becoming the 
second man to quit climbing after an abortive 
attempt to go- the Big Daddy alone. 

The big event of the fall season was the 3rd 
ascent of the Dihedral Route on El Capitan, one 
of the hardest aid climbs in the world, by Dennis 
Hennek and Don Lauria, in five days. 

The northwest face of Half Dome is second 



only to El Capitan in size and impressiveness, 
and second to none in beauty. It has probably 
been climbed over thirty, maybe forty, times by 
now. We have already recorded in earlier issues 
of Summit the first solo ascent and the first 
ascent in one day. In June of this year Liz Rob-
bins became the first woman to climb this 2,000-
foot wall, after being on it 21/2  days with her 
husband. That's me. This success followed a de-
feat on the Nose of El Capitan, where we were 
soundly trounced. We thus joined the many par-
ties who have reached Sickle Ledge (500 feet 
up), only to be over-awed and appalled by the 
immensity of the 2,500 feet above. Sitting on 
this ledge and looking upward, our "native hue 
of resolution" became "sicklied o'er with the 
pale cast of thought." With conscience thus mak-
ing cowards of us, we came down and appeased 
our spirits with a lesser but still noble adversary. 

Of the other grade VI's, the following incom-
plete log will perhaps give a picture of what's 
been happening: The overhanging face of the 
Leaning Tower was climbed at least five times, 
the east face of the Washington Column was 
ascended at least twice, a second ascent was made 
of the east wall of the Upper Yosemite Fall, and 
also a second ascent of the Mount Watkins south 
face (after four attempts) ; and at least three 
ascents were made of the demanding west face 
of Sentinel Rock. 

Under the heading of "interesting items but 
we don't know just where to place them" is 
Chuck Pratt's 7th ascent of his beloved Salathe'-
Steck route on Sentinel Rock. It's a great route, 
and, like the Open Book at Tahquitz, has become 
a sturdy old favorite which will always inspire 
respect. 
NEW GRADE VI's 

A second route was established on the east 
face of the Washington Column by Kim Schmitz, 
Layton Kor, and Jim Madsen. 

Two of the few remaining virgin walls also fell 
this year. In June, Jim Bridwell and Chris Fred-
ricks, after an incredible streak of bad luck,  

tried again and again and finally succeeded in 
climbing the east face of the Higher Cathedral 
Rock. The other was the west face of El Capi-
tan. This was climbed in five days by T. M. Her-
bert and me in June. This could become one of 
the most popular big wall routes on El Capitan, 
as it is a thousand feet shorter than most of the 
others, presents no horror pitches, has much fine 
free climbing, and is not arduous. 

Many short hard free climbs were done by 
young men of bulging muscle and burning ambi-
tion: the 5.10 devotees. This activity revealed 
more than ever the scope of Frank Sacherer's 
accomplishments in two amazing years of free 
climbing virtuosity. Following Sacherer's foot-
steps is proving to be a severe test for Yosemite 
hard men, young and old. 

Between these extremes of big walls and little 
fierce free climbs were many fine ascents, less 
spectacular, but none the less just as rewarding 
and enjoyable to their participants. 

One of the happiest discoveries of the year 
was "Manure Pile Buttress," a 600-foot rock be-
tween El Capitan and the Three Brothers. Named 
for a nearby horse manure dump, this rock offers 
some excellent free climbing of not too-great dif-
ficulty. One route, Chouinard's "After Six," is 
very good for advanced beginners if the first 
pitch (5.7) is bypassed. Another, "Nutcracker 
Sweet," offers 600 feet of free climbing about 
as difficult as the first pitch of After Six, but 
far more sustained. It was first climbed with 
only nuts and runners for protection, and has 
been repeated about ten times in that style. There 
have also been several ascents with pitons. 

Yvon Chouinard has been experimenting with 
ice climbing in the early spring in the Yosemite 
area, and the couloirs on the south side of the 
Valley seem to offer, under the righ conditions, 
an excellent training ground for ice work. Doubt-
less the coming cold season will see more of this 
branching out from hard-core rock climbing, as 
well as winter ascents of suitable big walls such 
as Half Dome. 
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A MOUNTAINEERING MAGAZINE 

A YEAR'S ISSUES BEAUTIFULLY BOUND 

convenience 

easy reference 
Now at last! Beautiful custom-made binders for your 

copies of SUMMIT. Sturdy vinyl leather-like covers in 

a rich green with gold lettering. Each binder will hold 

up to 11 issues which can be easily inserted. $3 each. 

20% discount on 2 or more binders to same address. All 

California orders add 5% sales tax. 

SUMMIT • Box 1889, Big Bear Lake, Calif. 92315 

FOR 

Survival Kits 

Members of the Tacoma Unit of the Mountain Rescue 
Council have assembled a lightweight survival kit that 
includes materials for warmth, shelter, energy and instruc-
tions. The 11 oz. kit contains cooking container, plastic 
tube shelter, matches, candle, bouillon and sugar cubes, 
salt and tea bags. The kits can be ordered from the Tacoma 
Unit, M.R.C., P.O. Box 696, Tacoma, Washington, 12 for 
$15. 

Seminar 
A one-day mountaineering instructor's seminar will be 

held on January 27, 1968 at the Shoreline Community 
College, just north of Seattle. All groups and schools 
conducting climbing courses are invited to attend this 
annual meeting at which methods and problems of teaching 
climbing have been the principal topic. For further infor-
mation write to John Pollock, 14565 6th N.E., Seattle, 
Washington. 

Reunion 

Members of the 10th Mountain Division and their families 
will hold a reunion in July of 1969. The location will be 
Northern Italy where the famed "Ski Troop" Division 

This diagram shows the cross-section of CORLAY 7/16 climbing rope. 
CORLAY is a right-hand laid rope having three major strands, each 
formed from seven twisted yarns. The seventh yarn lies in the center of 
the strand and is not exposed to abrasion by rock. If you have climbed 
much at all, you will know that handling qualities of a rope are impor-
tant for speed in climbing and for the pure enjoyment of using good 
equipment. CORLAY has a fine "feel" and is a pleasure to handle. It 
is made in the U.S.A. of either white or gold filament nylon. CORLAY 
meets the Cordage Institute specifications. 

We will send you a 150-foot rope of 7/16 inch dia. CORLAY for $30.00. 
The ends will be taped and fused. It will be sent postpaid, insured, and 
with Special Handling. Specify white or gold nylon. This offer expires 
on April 30, 1968 and is valid in the U.S.A. only. CORLAY is a trade-
mark of The DOLT Hut. 

Box 5579 • Santa Monica, California 90405 
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HIGHLAND 
aelptea, 

Lightweight Camping Specialists .. . 

The largest and most complete camping and 
mountaineering store in Southern California. 

Let us help you with your lightweight equipment needs at 
our new location: 3579 Eighth Street (upstairs), Riverside, 
California, or 

or 

Write for our free catalog: 

P.O. Box 121, Riverside, California 

"Lazy Backpacker Brand" 

Open: Mon. - Fri. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Sat. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Closed Sundays 

ever 

try 

yelling 

tOOkg 

down a 

2000 ft. slope? 

or 

it's EASY with 

CB-18 2-watt 
2-channel transceiver 
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED 

Rechargeable Nickel Cadmium 
Battenes (2) 

Battery Charger 

Carrying Case 

Earphone 

Transmit and Receive 
Crystals — 11 and 15 

LICENSE REQUIRED. MATTERHORN: 

now 
ONLY 
at 

Price $119.95 
each 

CB-11A— 

extremely compact 
ideal for sportsmen 
Price 

now ONLY at $74.95/pair MATTERHORN: 

$49.95/pair  

89.95/ea.  

SPECIAL FEATURES 

Crystals are plug in. No soldering tor changing channels 
Sturdy die.cast front 

Easy access battery compartment 
Battery replacement indicator 

reduced prices in 
effect thru 12.31.67 

LI Please send my FREE catalogue 

for ea. CB-18 

for pr. CB-11A 

Name  

Add r.  

City  

State ZIT  

P.O. BOX 669, 
SILVER SPRING, 

MARYLAND, 
20901. 

El I enclose $ 

0 I enclose$ 

fought during the closing days of World War II. Men who 
were members of the Division may write for further infor-
mation to 10th Mountain Division Association, 601 Emerson 
Street, Denver, Colorado. 

Mexican Mountaineers 

Perhaps the first ascent by Mexican mountaineers of 
Picacho del Diablo, highest peak in Baja California, was 
made November 28th, by four members of the Club de 
Exploraciones of Mexico City. Leonardo Patino Ortiz, 
Alfredo Gareaga Pardave, Carlos Pere116-Va1ls and Victor 
Rivera Grijalba flew to Mexicali where they were picked 
up by California climbers and taken to the start of the 
climb at Diablo Canyon. 

The ascent was marred by the group having to pass by 
the body of Joe Darrow, a member of a Sierra Club group 
who had died of a heart attack four days earlier. Though 
the Mexicans had all climbed more than 100 of Mexico's 
highest peaks, one commented that Picacho del Diablo was 
the most difficult mountain he had ever climbed. 

The year 1967 may mark the beginning of more American-
Mexican climbing activities. In July, members of the 
Socorro Alpino de Mexico flew to Los Angeles and were 
hosted by a Sierra Club group for a climb of Mt. Whitney. 
In turn, Sierra Clubbers Sid Davis, Bob Mason and Marlin 
Clark flew to Mexico City and were hosted for a climb of 
Popocatepetl, Iztaccihuatl and Orizaba. 

haificrafters 5 eq—pBment 
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SIERRA DESIGNS 
( ALPINE EQUIPMENT) 
137 TEWKSBURY 
POINT RICHMOND, 
CALIFORNIA 
TEL. 237-1676 

PACKGEAR • TENTS • DOWN CLOTHING 

AND SLEEPING BAGS 

PACK COMFORT 
"Pad your shoulder. . . 

why not your hips?" 

Custom Fitted Pack 

Comfort Accessories for 

A16 other Packs 

Do-it-Yourself Pack Kit 

"All Hip Carried" 

ADVENTURE  16 
9722 PRIMROSE DRIVE 

LA MESA, CALIFORNIA 92041 

(714) 444-0715 A16 Standard 
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THE SKI HUT 1615 UNIVERSITY AVE BERKELEY 3, CALIF 

Send for our free catalog of 
packs, sleeping bags. cookware. 
boots and outdoor clothing. 
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C continued 

Roasted Soybeans 

From Nepal comes this idea for a high protein backpack-
ing food. Roasted soybeans are an everyday food for the 
Nepali people and many of them carry some of these in 
their garments to be eaten when they are hungry during 
the day. Carry a small bag of these with you for a highly 
nourishing and delicious snack to munch on when climbing 
or backpacking. 

Wash and soak dry soybeans overnight in water. Drain 
and spread on towels to remove all moisture. Spread beans 
on a cookie sheet and place in a slow oven for a few 
minutes until the surface of the beans are dry. Fry soy-
beans in hot (350 degrees) oil for 10 minutes, or until 
golden brown. Drain browned beans on paper towels and 
sprinkle with salt. They will keep for some time. 

Yukon Alpine Centennial Expedition 

"One of the most ambitious Centennial year events, the 
Yukon Alpine Centennial Expedition, was an unqualified 
success," stated David Fisher, Eastern Vice-President of 
the Alpine Club of Canada, and Chief Co-Ordinator of the 
Project, which has just been finally assessed. 

YACE began with an assault of "Good Neighbour Peak," 
on the border between Alaska and the Yukon, and continued 
with an attempt to scale thirteen unclimbed peaks in the 
Centennial Range of the St. Elias Mountains. The peaks 
were named after the ten provinces and the two territories, 
with the thirteenth and highest peak, being called Centen-
ial Peak. The fourteen mountains ranged in height from 
10,200 to 15,700. The Expedition finished with two two-
week general Centennial Camps, beside the Steele Glacier, 
and was unqiue among mountain climbing ventures, in the 
number of unclimbed peaks attempted and the number of 
climbers involved. Fourteen of the nineteen peaks climbed 



LIGHTWEIGHT EQUIPMENT FOR 

THE BACKPACKER AND MOUNTAINEER 

1:.ZO. Box .306 

Corribriclge, Mass. 0a139 

CATALOGUE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST 

YIELD... 

... to your impulse 

Shop West Ridge 
for Christmas 

WEST RIDGE 
mountaineering 

12010 west pico blvd, los angeles / phone 477-5250 

from the general camps were first ascents. 

A total of 255 active climbers took part in YACE, plus 

five part-time staff, making a total of 260 people. Of these, 

238 were paying participants, the balance being staff 

members. 

The total estimated cost of the Expedition was $236,500, 

including travel and indirect expenses, amounting to about 

$1,000 for each paying member of the Expedition. The 238 

participants paid their own fares to the staging area and 

were charged a fee to help meet the cost. 

The expedition used five aircraft: three fixed wing and 

two helicopters. These aircraft flew a total of 513 hours: 

90 by the fixed wing planes and 423 by helicopters. The 

flying contracts covered a total time of 64 days, resulting 

in an overall average usage of 8 hours per day. A total of 

8,850 gallons of gasoline was used for the local flying, 

carried out by the expedition and weighing 40 tons with 

containers. 

For the "Good Neighbour Peak" and Centennial Range 

climbs, 5,000 passenger miles and 600 ton miles of freight 

and fuel were flown across the St. Elias Icefields. For the 

two General Centennial Camps, 9,000 passenger miles and 

1,570 ton miles of freight and fuel were flown into the 

Steele Glacier valley. 

This complex mountaineering venture was completed 

without any serious injury, inspire of its magnitude and  

the poor weather and snow conditions which prevailed 

during July. 
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Here's the boo 
helpe 

You helped 
make new 

Voyageur Boots 
8 ways better! 

"WHITNEY" 6276 — Natural 
Rough-Out leather, padded 
tongue, fully leather lined. 

Meet the 8 husky members of the new 

"RANIER" 6277 — Full grain 
Cayuse leather, padded 
bellows tongue, fully leather 
lined. 

"HIKER" 6206 —  Full grain 
Grey Rough-Out leather, 
fully leather lined. 

"BIGHORN" 6201—Full grain 
natural Rough-Out leather, 
padded tongue. 

Write for our Free Catalog, giving full details and prices! 



you 
us design... 

In the beginning, our design people went to experienced 
back-packers and mountaineers like you for advice. 
They talked. We listened. Then we took your ideas 
to the drawing board. 

The result is a line of boots completely customized to your 
hiking and mountain-climbing needs. Fully field-tested and 
cleared for action by our experts. Here's how you'll find our 
new Voyageur Line 8 ways more trail-and-mountain worthy... 

"MOUNTAINEER'S FIT". Made on 
quality American lasts, to Amer-
ican grading standards, to fit 
American feet. 

MORE WATER REPELLENT. Full-
grain leather, treated with special 
fats and lacquers for maximum 
water resistance. We added water-
proof hooks, latex rubber inseams. 

TOUGH VIBRAM SOLE. This su-
per-tough rubber compound sole 
was made to the precise specifica-
tions of our research team. 

EASY ON THE ACHILLES TENDON. 
Back seams have been moved out-
ward in the critical tendon area to 
eliminate painful pressure. 

OYAGEUR family... 

SPECIAL ANKLE COLLAR. Snug-
gles up to your leg for that com-
fortable "broken in" feeling. Keeps 
out dust, snow, trail debris. 

TROUBLE-FREE HARDWARE. 
We've taken extra steps to assure 
you freedom from untimely boot 
breakdowns in the wilderness. 

SPECIAL SOLE EXTENSION. Made 
to the recommendations of our out-
door consultants to prevent foot-
twisting out on the trail. 

PLUS ... THE "CRAFTSMAN'S 
TOUCH." Voyageur craftsmen rose 
to your challenge. They've added 
special bootmaking touches — to 
give you the look and feel of a 
mountaineer's boot. 

"GRETCHEN" 6219 — Full 
grain natural Palomino 
leather, padded leather lined 
bellows tongue, fully leather 
lined. 

A Division of the 
Red Wing Shoe Company 
113 Main Street 
Red Wing, Minnesota 55066 

"DIRECTICEMA" 6273 — Rock 
climber, Western Sky split 
cowhide. 

"ROCKIE" 6246 —  Full grain 
natural Rough-Out leather, 
full bellows tongue. 

"HANSEL"6226 —Boy's char-
coal full grain Cayuse leather, 
inside padded tongue. 
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Down Jackets 

Vests 

Rain Gear 

Down Sweaters 

Tents 

Sleeping Bags 

Write for Free Catalog 

FROSTLINE 
Dept. 12, Box 1478, Boulder, Colo. 80302 

THE INCOMPARABLE 

Ataird'ack  
for illustrated brochure, please write: 

KELTY PACK, INC. 
1807 VICTORY BLVD., P.O. BOX 3453 
GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA 91201 
PHONE: 247-3110 (AREA CODE 213) 
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Ptan next summer now. Detailed 
Draft guicie. 100 trips. $2.95 + tax to 

0° 

l_ietters 

Dear Editor: 
In the October issue of Summit Clare 

Pogreba requests hints on how to 
prevent protection slings from falling 
of small nubbins and flakes. There 
is, of course, no simple answer to 
this problem, but the best way of 
reducing the likelihood of the sling 
falling off is to use a sling as long as 
is convenient and to use a steel kar-
abiner instead of an alloy one. In my 
own experience I have found that 
changing over from steel to alloy 
karabiners led to a greater percentage 
of slings falling off, and I am now 
climbing with a few steel karabiners 
in my collection again. 

Reference John Armitage's modifica-
tion to the Bleuet stove. This still 
doesn't solve the problem of butane 
not vaporizing below freezing level. 

Roger Phillips 
Edinburgh, Scotland 
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Cbriotmao for backpackers:: 

SIERRA WORTH 

Wilderness CPress 
244-0 Bancroft CWay 
Berkley, Cal. 94704 

se you demand the finest... 
the reliable 

DAL 25 oz. 

Piton Hammer 
Drop forged chrome-moly steel head 
Perfect balance 

II 111/4" shaft — allowing for necessary 
extra reach. 

II Made from thick wall, heat treated 
chrome-moly tubing 

II Shock absorbing rubber grip 
II Unconditionally guaranteed against 

breakage for one full year after date 
of purchase 

II Other sizes and weights available 

Pick serrations 
grip piton when prying out 

At all better dealers. Write for catalog of rock 
climbers line of pitons, carabiners, holsters, rings, 
brakebars and ice axes. 

00 EAST JEWELL AVE. • DENVER, COLO. 80222 
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WILDERNESS 
LARGEST and MOST COMPLETE 

SELECTION OF 

BACKPACKS — FOODS 

COOKING GEAR — MOUNTAIN- 

EERING HARDWARE BOOKS 

CLOTHING — X-COUNTRY SKI 

SUPPLIES 

BOOTS & CUSTOM-MADE MOCS 

Discounts larger than patronage. 
Refunds for Clubs — Expeditions 

1310-A COMMONWEALTH AVE., BOSTON 

169 FOURTH ST., PROVIDENCE, R.I. 

FREE 
CATALOG! 

ultra-light outdoor gear 

Tents— Featuring the Himalayan, 
high-altitude model. 

Packs— Including famous 
Controlled Weight Distribution 
designs. 

Sleeping bags— Engineered for 
total comfort. 

Parkas—Warmth without weight. 

Accessories— Built light. Built 
rugged. 

1961 SUMMER EDITION 

Mail coupon today for complete information on the world's 
lightest, toughest, most compact outdoor gear! 

COLORADO OUTDOOR SPORTS CORPORATION 
Department 34, Boulder, Colorado 80302 

Please rush me your new 1967-68 Catalog. 

NAME  

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

NEW BISHOP TENTS 
pick your price, 

pick your features 

Each tent is 5' x 7', can sleep three. 

BISHOP Camp-Rite Tent $49.50. 
, Aluminum A frame with canted ends 

for extra room. Waterproof cotton 
- _poplin catenary cut to eliminate 

wrinkles and sagging. 
Weight: 9 lbs. 4 oz. Tent 

BISHOP Pack-Lite Tent $99.50. Same 
basic design as Camp-Rite, except 
made from lightweight rip-stop Ny-
lon. Price includes totally water-
proof fitted fly. 

Weight: 7 lbs. 8 oz. Tent/Fly 

BISHOP Ultimate Tent $179.00. Fea-
tures exo-skeletal Blanchard-de-
signed frame. Nearly vertical walls. 
Many sophisticated features. Same 

'basic tent used on American Ever-
est Expedition. Price includes wa-
terproof fitted fly. 

Weight: 9 lbs. 3 oz. Tent/Fly 
Available without fly for $119.50. 

Write for free brochure and complete specifica-
tions. Mention which tent you're interested in. 

BISHOP'S ULTIMATE OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT 

Dept. 22, 6804 Millwood Road 
Bethesda, Maryland 20034 
Telephone: 301-652-0156 

It was further stated that 2000 30-
inch steps measured one mile —2112 
is more exact. Hence, every 36 steps 

per minute moves you slightly over 
one mile in an hour. If 3 m.p.h. is good 
walking speed on level ground, then 

Dear Editor: 
A short "Hiking Pace" article in 

the "Scree" section of your September 
1967 issue has bothered me for some 
time. 

The article states that the average 
pace or step, heel to heel, measures 
30 inches. I would say this is a very 
good average, that could be maintained 

only by a person 6 feet or better 
only on level ground, since an uphill 
grade seems to shorten each step pro-
portionately more than a downhill 
grade lengthens it. But taking a 30 
inch average. . .it was stated that one 
step per second or 60 per minute 
(which was supposedly the "average") 
equaled 6360 per hour. This is incor-
rect —one step per second equals 3600 
per hour for a rate of travel of 1.70 
m.p.h., not 3.0 m.p.h. as stated. Use 
a watch and walk one step per second 
— it's like crawling! 
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The Best for Holiday Giving 

BASIC MOUNTAINEERING 
126 pages of instructions in safe 

mountaineering. 
If not available in book or mountaineer-
ing stores near you, write us direct. 

Include $2.00. 

Sierra Club, San Diego Chap. B 
P.O. Box 525, San Diego, California 

tommit ORDER FORM 
ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 1889, BIG BEAR LAKE, CALIF. 92315 

Please send SUMMIT for the term indicated to: 

NAME  1 Year LIII $ 6 

STREET  2 Years n $ 9 

CITY  3 Years $12 

STATE ZIP  5 Yearsn$ 18 

MONEY ENCLOSED 0 BILL ME LATER 

Letters 
108 steps per minute are required. This 

is a more reasonable estimate of a 

good average hiking pace on level 

ground than is 60 steps per minute. My 

personal experience has been rates of 

up to 120 steps per minute when really 

"moving out." Consider the following: 
@ 30-in ./step 

Steps/min. = Steps/hour = Miles/hour 

60 3600 1.70 

75 4500 2.13 

90 5400 2.56 

105 6300 2.98 

120 7200 3.41 

Steep grades (when the feet must be 

consciously placed one above the 

other) drastically decrease the hiking 

pace by shortening the step, slowing 

the steps per minute and interrupting 

the consistent hourly pace. It does not 

make sense, however, that an hour 

would be consumed climbing 1000 to 

1200 feet on a good trail without a 

pack. Altitude gain depends on many 

variables. From a starting altitude of 

5000 feet or less, 1000 feet can be 

gained by most hikers with pack in 

30-40 minutes or less depending on 

the condition of the hiker. I have 

crossed ridges in the Sawtooth Primi-

tive Area of Idaho with vertical rises 

and descents approaching 2000 feet in 

less than an hour, this with packs 

weighing up to 40 pounds. I find that 

a trail makes going easier, yes, but 

bushwhacking more directly up in the 

absence of a more conservative trail 

route really increases the altitude 

gain per hour by decreasing the rela-

tive distance traversed. 

Rough going and altitude gain do cut 

into the hiking pace. However, com-

bining all factors discussed, a male 

hiker, in good condition, should handle 

a 6-mile walk starting at 5000 feet and 

DAWSON'S BOOK SHOP 
Sierra Club publications, mountains, 
mountaineering, deserts, history of 
California and the West—plus many 
other specialties. New, used and rare. 
Single fine items and libraries bought. 

550 South Figueroa Street 
Los Angeles, California 90017 

ending at 7500 feet in 3 hours on a 

good trail or in 31/2  to 4 hours without 

trail, depending on the footing. 

In reference to the graph, a "hiking 

pace" of 1.70 m.p.h. results from 

adverse conditions of steep going, 

heavy pack and poorer footing (lack of 

trail). A 3.41 m.p.h. pace is seldom 

maintained except under ideal condi-

tions of good trail, slight downhill 

grade and light or no pack. 

For a beginning hiker or most girls, a 

sustained pace of 2.13 m.p.h. is aver-

age. For average weekend hikers and 

more hardy gals, 2.56 m.p.h. would be 

a good pace. Seasoned and well-

conditioned male hikers can maintain 

a pace near 3.0 m.p.h. Remember all 

these estimates take into considera-

tion moderately good conditions of 

trail, moderately varying terrain and 

a 30- or 20-pound pack for the men and 

gals, respectively. 

John Beaupre- 

Sun Valley, Idaho 

ODDS & ENDS 
Ten cents per word. Payment in advance. 

BINOCULARS FOR CHRISTMAS! Add 
miles to your view from the top with 

fine quality, light-weight binoculars. 

Send 25¢ stamps or coin for new hand-

book, "How to Select Binoculars," 

including catalog describing binocu-

lars for climbing, hiking, nature study 

and sports. Prices start at $16.95. 

HOUSE OF BINOCULARS,. P.O. Box 

22, Palo Alto, California 94302. 

1968 EUROPEAN OUTING (Starting 

August 3). A hikers' and climbers' out-

ing to the highest and most impressive 

mountain regions of Europe. Three or 

four weeks as desired. Will include 

Austria, Italy, Switzerland and France; 

possibly Yugoslavia. Inquire for de-

tails. John Ebert, Leader, Iowa Moun-

taineers, P.O. Box 163, Iowa City, 
Iowa 52240. 

STEPHENSON WARMLITE Sleeping 

Bags (3 lbs.) and 2-3—Man Tents (2 

lbs.) are now available by direct mail. 

Send for descriptive folder to: STEPH-

ENSON WARMLITE, 23206 Hatteras St., 
Woodland Hills, Calif. 91364. 
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Beautiful 1968 Bergsteiger Calendar — $2.60 postpaid 

Send for Catalog of Complete Line of Mountaineering Equipment 

P.O. Box 7 • Boulder, Colorado 80302 

FOR THE FIRST TIME TO MOUNTAINEERS — 
After two years of research and field-testing, the ULTIMATE ROYALIGHT is 
now made on a custom basis. Beginning in 1965 eight men doing research on 
McKinley and north during extreme cold and wind were comfortable in this bag 
for weeks of testing. The ULTIMATE features the Karakoram Collar, snugging 
up over the ,shoulders, and some 135 down compartments in a honey-comb struc-
ture that offers the ultimate efficiency in down insulation. Weight, about 5 lbs. 

$150.00 

,0 

7hats for me! fl 

LiOtwelOt gear" 

\Y,  

SPORT CHALET 
951 Foothill Blvd. Box 626 

La Canada, California 91011 

The ULTIMATE ROYALIGHT Bag 



ORANGE ANODIZED FINISH 
Standard Model  
Safety Model  
Brake Bar  

BRIGHT FINISH 
Standard Model 
Brake Bar  

2-oz. $2.25 
2.2-oz. $2.75 

1-oz. $1.00 

2-oz. $2.00 
1-oz. $ .69 

LOOKING FOR THE BEST? 

THE STRONGER ALUMINUM OVAL... 
High Strength Tempered Aluminum Alloy. 
Stainless Steel Pins, Springs and Actuators. 
Individually Tested Gates Work Freely Under 200-lb. Load. 
Orange Anodizing Insures High Corrosion Resistance and Visibility. 

Test Data Available on Request. 

OUTSTANDING QUALITY AT CO-OP PRICES! PATRONAGE DIVIDENDS TO MEMBERS 

FREE 64-PAGE COLOR CATALOG ON REQUEST 

'gal\ 

RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT 

Seattle, Wash . 98112 1c')6 11 1 +1, ,tt van rInn+ 11111 IA•0..r• 


